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OBJECTIVES: 
 
After this session, you will be able to: 

1. Define why police officers want to search and seize computers; 

2. Describe the two different ways that appellate courts analyze computers (as containers or as 
“special approach”); 

3. Summarize whether technological search programs can reliably sort information; and  

4. Analyze whether the amount of intermingled documents should change your analysis in 
allowing a computer search or seizure or not. 

 

REQUIRED READING: PAGE 

Thomas K. Clancy, Fourth Amendment Satisfaction Considerations Involving 
Digital Evidence (May 2013) [NCJRL PowerPoint] .......................................................................1 

 

RECOMMENDED READING  

Thomas K. Clancy, The Fourth Amendment Aspects of Computer Searches and 
Seizures:  A Perspective and a Primer, 75 MISSISSIPPI L.J. 193 (2005) 
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the good old days

Data Generated in 2010

 1200 trillion gigabytes (1.2 zettabytes)

 89 stacks of books each reaching from  
Earth to Sun

 22 million times all books ever written

 need more than 750 million iPods to hold 
it

 90 trillion emails sent in 2009
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In 2020:  

 35 zettabytes will be produced

 All words ever spoken, written 7 times

Projections  !

new crimes & new techniques

computer as Target
 unauthorized access, damage, theft

 spam, viruses, worms
 denial of service attacks

computer as Tool
 fraud 
 threats, harassment
 child pornography

computer as Container
 from drug dealer records to how to commit murder

just a murder!

 studied currents

 researched bodies of water

 including San Fran Bay

 how to make cement anchors

 tide charts

had 5 home computers
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Digital Evidence

Information stored or transmitted in 

binary form 

two types:  

1.  user created

2.  computer created

meta data

“Information 
about the Data”

digital camera images -- metadata

date, time taken

exposure information
(lens, focal length, flash, F-stop, shutter speed)

serial number

description of photograph

location where taken
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metadata !
State v. Carroll, 778 N.W.2d 1 (Wis. 2010)

Charge:  possession of firearm by felon

 pic -- holding semiautomatic weapon

 expert:

 metadata:  date / time image created

 date / time automatically updated by cell phone 
towers

sources of digital evidence

phones, PDAs, cameras 
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Digital devices  

games

Digital storage  devices
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Digital picture frames

Digital devices

wireless networks & devices
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Digital device

GPS

http://www.prodesks.com/

2009 dodge ram with wi fi

fax machine

check out the video
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Vehicle “black boxes”

 Event data recorders
 Sensing and diagnostic modules 
 Data loggers

seat belts, brakes used, weather, speed, location .....

Digital surveillance
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GPS devices

how they work:
benefits?

RFID implants

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnpelpHmm8M

Always Something New
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And Yet Newer

Or Even Newer
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screen 
glasses

Lumus

cuff links
1. wi fi hot spot (plug into laptop -- anyone in range can access 

internet via that connection)

2. USB drive w/  2 GB of space

brookstone

applicability and satisfaction

IN EVERY CASE, ....

1.  Does the 4th Apply?

A. gov't activity: "Search"  or  "Seizure"  

B.  Protected interest: liberty, possession, privacy

2.  Is it Satisfied?
"Reasonable" 
Warrant Clause requirements

[3.  Remedies?]
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Digital Evidence Searches and Seizures

1.  Is the Fourth Amendment applicable? 
 inside the box vs. outside the box

2.  Is it satisfied? 

 two approaches to digital evidence

conceptual difficulties of applying 
traditional doctrines to digital evidence

published search and seizure appellate ct. decisions

STATE FEDERAL
2010

2009

2008

24       (13) 

13 (10)

13  (10)

23        (17) 

17 (16)

17     (13)

2007 9          (5) 14   (9)

2006 17        (9) 14         (8)

2005 13        (8) 20        (15)
2004 14      (11) 6             (4)
2003 7          (6) 6             (6)
Pre-2003 31      (19) 40         (24)

total 141  (91) 157 (112)

green - total cases

yellow  - Child Porn

298   total
203 Child

Porn

68 %

Digital Evidence Searches and Seizures

1.  Is the Fourth Amendment applicable?

2.  Is it satisfied?

 two approaches to digital evidence

conceptual difficulties of applying 
traditional doctrines to digital evidence
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some underlying concerns with Wholesale 
Seizures

1.  Potential disruption and invasion of  
business, professional practice, personal lives

2.  General Warrants  -- a principal vice the 
Fourth Amendment was supposed to prohibit !

PLAIN VIEW

scope of S/:   determined by objects sought

requirements:

1. prior valid intrusion

2.  observing object in plain view

3.  incriminating character of object immediately 
apparent  (has Probable Cause)

4.  inadvertence requirement explicitly rejected
Horton v. California, 496 U.S. 128 (1990)

where you come out is function of where you go in

Are computers containers or something "Special?"

view #1:  Data are Documents / Container Analogy

view #2: “Special Approach” to S/ of data on computers
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Document Searches

Andresen v. Maryland:   warrant for --

specific docs re -- lot 13 T "together w/ 
other fruits, instrumentalities ... of crime“

Where can police look?
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Andresen:

 upheld s/ of law office 
 cannot use complex scheme to avoid detection when   

police have PC suspect has evidence

" Some innocuous documents will be examined, 
at least cursorily"  

VS

officials & judges must assure S/ minimizes 
unwarranted intrusions upon privacy

View #1:  Analogy to filing cabinets/containers

Computer is Container
 cannot anticipate exact form of "records"

"no principled distinction" between digital &  paper records

= =

View #2:  Rejects Document S/ Container Analogy

“special approach”

Premise -- writings & computers:

fundamentally different, both in degree 
and in kind
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Ltwo views:  apply to all digital devices

Can police search Cell Phone incident to arrest?

 YES:  are containers – based on “binding” SCT 
precedent 

People v. Diaz, 244 P.3d 501 (Cal. 2011)

 NO: are not containers and persons have “higher 
level of privacy” in info “they contain”

State v. Smith, 920 N.E.2d 949 (Ohio 2009)

U.S. v. Payton, 573 F.3d 859 (9th Cir. 2008)

 FACTS:  warrant for search of financial records in drug case – did 
not explicitly authorize s/ of computers

"It is true ... pay/owe sheets indicating 
drug sales were physically capable of 
being kept on Payton's computer."

HELD:  search violated F/A

Need “Explicit judicial authorization for searches of 
computers”  

example of special approach

U.S. v. Comprehensive Drug Testing, 579  F.3d 989 (9th 
Cir. 2009)

 warrant for drug tests of 10 
players

 actual seizure was:

 25 page list of all BB players, who were 
tested for drugs during 2003 season

 list of positive drug tests of 8 of 10 
players sought

 medical records of individuals in 13 other 
sports, 3 businesses, and 3 sports 
competitions
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1. Magistrates "should insist" gov't waive reliance upon 
plain view doctrine

2. Segregation and redaction must be either done by 
specialized personnel or an independent third party. 

-- if done by gov't personnel, must agree in warrant application that 
personnel will not disclose to investigators any info other than that 
which is target of warrant

3. Warrants/subpoenas must disclose actual risks of 
destruction of info and prior efforts to seize the info 
in other judicial fora

en banc decision

1. Magistrates "should insist" gov't waive reliance upon 
plain view doctrine

2. Segregation and redaction must be either done by 
specialized personnel or an independent third party. 

-- if done by gov't personnel, must agree in warrant application that 
personnel will not disclose to investigators any info other than that 
which is target of warrant

3. Warrants/subpoenas must disclose actual risks of 
destruction of info and prior efforts to seize the info 
in other judicial fora

en banc decision

CDT -- rehearing en banc #2

 new opinion: 621 F.3d 1162 (9th Cir. 2010)

 5  rules of en banc #1 now in concurring opinion

 majority: views digital evidence as special category 

 rejects plain view

 requires prior approval in warrant for execution 
procedures 
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CDT -- rehearing en banc #2

goals: 

maintain privacy of intermingled materials

Avoid general searches
________________

"obvious case of deliberate overreaching by 
the gov't  ... to seize data as to which it 
lacked PC"

some "special" approach limits on  scope of search

 warrant sets out S/ limitations
 restrict by file name, extension, date range

 Warrant sets out S/ methodology
 key word s/ for relevant terms
 ENCASE, FTL, etc

 need 2nd warrant for intermingled documents

 use third party to sort
 taint teams, special masters, magistrate review  

rejection of special execution rules:

U.S. v. Brooks, 427 F.3d 1245 (10th Cir. 2005)

Rejects view -- Govt must describe search 
methodology

“We have simply held that officers must 
describe with particularity the objects of 
their search."
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traditional   two step F/A approach

1.  is warrant properly issued ?

 apply warrant clause requirements

2. is execution proper?

 no special rules for digital cases  

 sole Q is R– apply Andresen/ Dalia / Grubbs 

is "Special approach" inconsistent with 
Supreme Court cases?

1.  U.S. v. Grubbs, 547 U.S. 90 (2006)

2.  Dalia v. U.S.,  441 U.S. 238 (1979)

 reject implicit warrant issuance requirements

3.  Andresen v. Maryland, 427 U.S. 463 (1976)

 permits broad document search

4.  U.S.  v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798 (1982)

 rejects distinctions between containers

Dalia / Grubbs :

reject view: warrants must specify manner of 
execution

executing officers decide how to execute warrant

Nonetheless,  "the manner in which a warrant 
is executed is subject to later judicial 
review as to its reasonableness." 

U.S. v. Grubbs, 547 US 90 (2006)

Warrant Clause  or Reasonableness Clause?
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Constitutional basis for mandating
execution procedures?

Andresen: for document S/

Permitted broad document search

Plain language: Warrant Clause requires --

 oath
 probable cause
 particular description of place to be s/

ranking containers
S Ct tried to distinguish among containers:

 luggage -- high expectation of privacy

 other containers did not "deserve full protection of F/A"

REJECTED

 language of F/A:  "protects people and their effects, whether they 
are 'personal' or  'impersonal'"

 "impossible to perceive any objective criteria"  for viable 
distinction:

"What one person may put into a suitcase, 
another may put into a paper bag." 

extended discussion in ---

Clancy, The Fourth Amendment Aspects of Computer 
Searches and Seizures: A Perspective and a Primer,

75 Miss. L.J. 193 (2005)

Also:

Clancy, The Fourth Amendment:  Its History and 
Interpretation (2008)  (2d edition in Fall, 2013)

Tab #1 – section 1.5 summary of current law
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lot of materials available at:

WWW. NCJRL.org
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